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Thanks to our industry experience and tech-
nological expertise, we are able to adapt our 
customers‘ business intelligence plans preci-
sely to their individual requirements.

Providing excellent support is our priority. In 
order to ensure this, we constantly develop 
our established software solutions, underta-
ke professional project management and also 
offer comprehensive services ranging from 
training sessions and webinars to coaching.

Our goal is to create a secure, user-friendly 
information base for our customers so that 
they can make conscious, reliable decisions.

[ Close to the customer

antares Informations-Systeme GmbH is a me-
dium-sized, independent company speciali-
sing in professional software. 

Since our formation in 1994, we have been de-
veloping and marketing strategic information 
systemsused by more than 300 companies 
and over 45,000 users for daily decision ma-
king.

Our products are characterised by state-of-
the-art technology, innovation and user-op-
timised solutions. We focus on passion, relia-
bility and professionalism when dealing with 
our customers and partners. 

Our many years of expertise in the areas of 
Analysis, Planning and Corporate Management, 
Governance, Risk and Compliance form the 
basis for the creation and expansion of our 
advanced antares software solutions.

[ Over 25 years of experience



[ This is how we can support you

Competent analysis, 
consulting and implementation

Our specialists accompany your BI project from analy-
sis and consulting to implementation.We develop so-
phisticated and flexible modules that are seamlessly 
integrated into your IT environment. 

Organize trainings

We offer basic training courses on all specialist to-
pics as well as specific advanced and expert training 
courses. The offer includes sessions on all software 
solutions as well as on the following topics: Longview 
Analytics (formerly arcplan Edge, arcplan Enterprise), 
and Microsoft SQL server.

Adjust information structures

Are you planning to reduce costs by standardizing 
your software system? Are you striving for flexibility 
and compatibility of your IT infrastructure? Whatever 
goal you have - we will be happy to support you!

Arrange coachings

The intuitive interface structure and modern web-
based design allow easy operation. Self-explanatory 
cockpit views and graphics facilitate daily handling 
and ensure fast results.

Supervise individual projects

Are you looking for support for your current project or 
a takeover and realization of a a completely new pro-
ject? You can rely on the know-how of our experienced 
specialists. 

Organize webinars

We usually offer 6-10 webinars a year on specific to-
pics, so you can always stay up to date. Feel free to 
contact us and find out about upcoming webinars.

Create prototypes

Does the result meet your requirements? Involve users 
in the development of the future BI solution at an ear-
ly stage. Benefit from our know-how in the creation of 
prototypes.

Host seminars

With seminars, we pass on our know-how from nu-
merous BI projects to you. During the seminars you 
will learn, among other things, which key figures you 
should ideally use in a production cube, how the key 
figures are calculated and what statements can be 
made with them.



[ Your benefits at a glance
Decision security: Avoid having to make your decisions without a solid data basis. Make 
decisions safely and with foresight, based on all relevant factors.

Fast results: Flat hierarchies guarantee fast processing, competent consulting and a pro-
fessional realization of your wishes at the highest level.  Our established software solu-
tions are ready for you to use in 5-10 days.

Generate knowledge: Integrate data, analyze it, and thereby generate knowledge. Initiate, 
plan and control measures consciously - in a simple and user-friendly software solution.

Make success plannable: Qualified data analyses, sound planning, impact forecasts and 
scenario quantification make success tangible for you.

Minimize bad decisions: The application of scenario methods and simulations help you 
make correct forecasts and avoid wrong decisions.

Maximize leadership quality: Make confident decisions through qualified decision prepara-
tion, modeling and predictive controlling.

Avoid complex processes: Standardized and transparent data interfaces ensure quality and 
reduce your effort.

Act with foresight: Respond quickly to the market environment with ad hoc analyses and 
the integration of internal company and external market data.



We cooperate with well-known technology partners to get the most out of our antares BI 
software solutions for our customers. This forms the basis for technologically advanced, 
modern and successful product development.

[ Strong products need strong partners

Anbindung von:



[ Over 300 companies benefi t from our solutions 
Satisfi ed customers are the result of our bespoke software solutions. We support customers 
in a wide variety of industries and can prove this with our references.



[ What our customers say
„It took us many hours with MS-Excel for the graphical repre-

sentation of all control-relevant data. The implementation 
with the antares solutions, however, is fast and easy.“

Alfred Kessen
Head of Materials Management & Logistics

Wernsing Feinkost GmbH

„antares RiMIS® convinced not only with its comfortable and 
individual reporting, but also with the intuitive user interface. 
The application could be learned very quickly, so that no gaps 

in the work process occurred.“

SvenjaOlejak
GF Corporate Controlling 

BA & F / Risk Management
LANXESS AG

„The direct line to the software manufacturer - without much 
waiting time - confi rmed our decision. The implementation is 

one aspect, the good support the other.“

Rouven Walter
Head of Risk Management & Rating

Intersport Deutschland eG

„With the fl exibility and practicality of antares analyzer, our 
sales controlling has been taken to an even higher quality 

level.“

Jörg Horn
Authorized offi cer & commercial manager

Kiesel Bauchemie



What we do

We are a medium-sized, independent company 
specializing in professional software. Since our 
foundation in 1994 we have been developing 
and marketing strategic information systems.  
 
Many years of expertise in the areas of ana-
lysis, planning and corporate management as 
well as governance, risk and compliance are 
guarantors for the development and expansi-
on of the advanced antares software solutions. 

Who we are

State-of-the-art technology, innovation and 
user-optimized solutions characterize our 
products. Passion, reliability and professio-
nalism are the guidelines in dealing with 
our customers and partners. Competent and 
reliable support is our top priority. To ensu-
re this, we work consistently on the further 
development of our established software so-
lutions, provide professional project manage-
ment and also offer comprehensive services 
- from training and webinars to coaching. 
 

What we offer

We now count more than 300 companies of 
all industries and sizes among our customers, 
including well-known companies from the in-
dustrial, retail and service sectors. They all 
benefit from an experienced BI company with 
flat hierarchies, professional partnership and 
customer proximity.

What is our goal

Our goal is to provide our customers with 
a secure, user-friendly information base so 
that informed and confident decisions can be 
made.

[ Introducing ourselves



[ Over 25 years of experience in the development of business 
Intelligence software solutions

Analyze. Plan. Control. Governance. Risk. Compliance.

Individual BI software

Integrate your data and make knowledge 
work for you. Gain important insights to 
make confi dent and profound decisions.

With our holistic risk and opportunity 
management software, you systemati-
cally identify, analyze, assess, monitor 
and control risks to seize business op-
portunities.

We‘ve been implementing BI software 
solutions for over 25 years, helping you 
make better decisions across your busi-
ness. Perfectly tailored to your needs and 
processes.

Software consulting

We offer a comprehensive portfolio of 
services, ranging from the compilation of 
your software requirements, implemen-
tation and accompanying user training 
to maintenance after completion of the 
project.
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